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Crystal aggregates of linear polyethylene hare been studied in the electron

microscope. Twinning has been observed to occur across (530) planes, and

possibly across (120) planes. Crystal morphologies have been observed which

exhibit (530) and (5//0) faces. Electron interference effects have been observed

which give rise to contrast lines and figures which frequently are parallel, to

crystallographic directions. These observations, and those of others, have

been interpreted in terms of recently proposed ideas on molecular chain fold-

ing. It is suggested that chain folds may lie in a variety of fold, planes or

fold surfaces which are normal, or nearly normal, to the crystal lamellae.

It is shown that a continuity offold structure is necessary and possible across

a wide variety of boundaries delineating regions of different fold structure.

It is shown that these structural concepts are compatible with recently pro-

posed ideas on the growth of lamellar polymer crystals and can suggest new

details of the growth process.

I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of properties — chemical, electrical and mechanical — have

combined to make polyethylene an extremely important, material in the

telephone system. The sustained attempt to improve the characteristics

of polyethylene for different applications depends very much on further

understanding of the fundamental structure and behavior of high pol-

ymer molecules. Unfortunately, high polymers manifest a tremendous

range of structural organization, almost comparable in complexity with

the simpler biological systems. Any simplification that can be obtained

in the structural organization of a polymer is of inestimable value if the

material is to be used for fundamental study.

The discovery that well-developed crystals of linear polymers can

readily be obtained from dilute solutions was made independently in

several laboratories. 1 '2 '
3 A lamellar-like habit and spiral growth terraces
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were found to be ubiquitous features of the crystals. It was recognized

that three-dimensional crystal growth must occur by the Frank screw-

dislocation mechanism. In addition, Keller 2 concluded that the molecules

in linear polyethylene crystals must sharply fold back on themselves

with a chain length of about 100 angstroms between folds. A similar

deduction concerning molecular folding in films of gutta percha4 had

long been forgotten until Keller called attention to it, Keller and O'Con-

nor 5 postulated that the molecular folds in linear polyethylene lie in

(110) planes in crystals which are bounded by (110) faces. They also

obtained electron diffraction patterns showing twinning on (110) planes.

With improved techniques to minimize electron beam damage, Agar,

Frank and Keller 6 obtained a profusion of electron interference effects

with linear polyethylene crystals. Moire" fringes, Bragg extinction con-

tours, and other contrast effects were obtained in bright field and dark

field illumination. The surface morphology of some crystals bounded by

(110) faces indicated a distinct division into four quadrants. It was pro-

posed that the molecular folds are arranged in four different sets of (110)

planes in the various quadrants. Consistent with this proposal was the

observation that adjacent quadrants satisfied different conditions of

diffraction. Meanwhile, Sella and Trillat7 reported electron diffraction

patterns showing twinning of polyethylene on both (110) and (.310)

planes, a variety of multiple diffraction effects and striking contrast

periodicities in microfibrils.

Bassett, Frank and Keller8 and Niegisch 9 independently proposed

that lamellae of linear polyethylene grow as hollow, nonplanar pyramids

which collapse upon drying to leave planar lamellae with a characteristic

surface morphology involving a central triangular pleat or fold. Bassett

et al. observed that in crystals bounded by both (110) and (100) faces

a structure may be observed in the electron microscope with dark field

illumination which divides the crystal into six sectors. It was suggested

that, in the sectors bounded by (100) faces, the molecular folds were

parallel to (100) planes. This concept was supported by the observation

that the (100) sectors have a different melting point or transformation

temperature than the rest of the crystal.

Niegisch and Swan10 and Reneker and Geil 11 observed polyethylene

lamellae which have folded over along the short diagonal parallel to the

b axis. The fold edge is angular rather than straight. This is consistent

with a hollow pyramid interpretation and permits a direct measurement

of the inclination of such a pyramid to the basal plane. Both Niegisch

and Swan and Reneker and Geil have shown that there is an arrangement

of folds in (110) planes which forms a (111) surface. The hollow pyramid
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formed by four (111) surfaces has an inclination in agreement with that

deduced from observations of folded lamellae. Reneker and Geil 11 have

extended the argument considerably, however. They show that there are

other fold arrangements in (110) planes which form (001) or (112) sur-

faces. They have interpreted other lamellar morphologies in which

corrugations along (310) planes and (530) planes are prominent.

Recently the writer had access to a portion of the operating time on

a Siemens Elmiskop I electron microscope for a period of several months.

A number of observations were made on crystal aggregates of linear

polyethylene. Certain crystallographic relationships were found that

have been interpreted in terms of the recently developed ideas on fold

structures. Many speculations concerning fold structures have been

made in a systematic way that should be useful in discussing molecular

configurations of crystalline polymers in general.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The linear polyethylene used throughout was Marlex 50, melt index

0.0. Crystals were grown from xylene solutions at 0.04 and 0.07 per cent

weight concentrations. Cooling rates were not carefully controlled. The
heat under a small oil bath was simply removed and the solutions cooled

to room temperature over a period of about 60 to 90 minutes. Specimens

were prepared by stirring up the crystal-liquid suspension, removing a

small quantity of suspension in a fine dropper, and depositing a few

small drops on a specimen support. The specimen supports consisted of

evaporated carbon films which were mounted on fine copper mesh.

Experimental details given by Agar et al.,
6 were most helpful as a

guide to minimizing electron-beam damage in the Siemens Elmiskop I.

The double condenser was used throughout the work. In general, one

would not expect a reciprocity law to hold between intensity and time.

Rather, one would expect low intensities and long times to produce less

damage than high intensities and short times. Belavtseva 12 has verified

this by experiment, and he has also found higher energy electrons to be

less damaging. However, 100-kv electrons never gave as good contrast

tis 80-kv electrons. Consequently, 80-kv beams were used for most of the

work. Best results were obtained with lOO/i or 50/z condenser apertures,

50m or 20m objective apertures, 2500X magnification, completely de-

focused condensers and very long exposure times. Specimens exposed

for a 3-minute dark field micrograph, 45-second diffraction pattern and

2-minute bright field micrograph still gave excellent interference effects.

Instrumental stability appeared to be adequate at all times. Consider-

able darkroom adaption was necessary for the low intensities involved.
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An interesting diffraction pattern obtained early in the investigation

is illustrated in Fig. 1. Discounting some very fine spots which are clus-

tered on (110) and (200) rings, all of the reflections can be accounted

for by twinning on (530) and extensive double diffraction. The measured

angle between the twinned lattices is 83°55'. Measurement was made

with a circular measuring device capable of reading to 2.5', such as is

used for X-ray precession camera photographs. The calculated angle is

83°58', assuming an a/b axial ratio of 1.5. The axial ratio was measured

on all diffraction patterns, and angular relations were not sought unless

the measured ratio was 1.5. As the crystals deteriorate in the electron

beam the axial ratio increases and values up to 1.65 were observed. Axial

ratio measurements could conceivably form an empirical yardstick for

quantitative studies of electron beam damage. Fig. 2 is a bright-field

micrograph of the (530) twins. Unfortunately, this specimen was de-

stroyed in the beam. The crystals are "dead" and give no interference

effects. There is a confused area in the center of the micrograph where

both orientations are intergrown.

Fig. 3 is a bright-field micrograph of interpenetrant crystal growth.

There are two large branches which form a cross. A smaller branch has

Fig. 1 — Electron diffraction pattern given by crystals twinned across (530) plane.
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Fig. 2 — Bright-field micrograph of crystals twinned across (530) plane.

grown out from the upper right area of the cross. Fig. 4 is the diffraction

pattern of this aggregate. Discounting a scattering of very fine spots,

there are two intense arrays of reflections and a third array of moderate

intensity. The measured angle between the lattices of intense spots is

(>8°40'. The calculated angle for (110) twinning is 67°2'. The measured

angle between the lattice of moderate intensity and the right-hand lat-

tice of high intensity is 35°22'. The calculated angle for (120) twinning

is 3C>°38'. A variety of weaker reflections caused by double diffraction

can be recognized. The crystals illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 were obtained

from 0.07 per cent xylene solution; all the other specimens under dis-

cussion were obtained from 0.04 per cent xylene solution.

Fig. 5 is a dark-field micrograph of a tj^pe of crystal aggregate which

is very common in 0.04 per cent solutions. Many of the specimens il-

lustrated by Agar et al.,
fi are of this type. Similar interference effects

may be noted throughout. We should like to direct attention to the Bragg

extinction contours which occur in profusion ; they may appear as curves,

loops, parallelograms, quadrilaterals, or straight lines. The contours of-
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Fig. 3 — Bright-field micrograph of interpenetrant twin growth on (110) and

(120) planes.

ten appear to be parallel to crystallographie planes. Certain patterns

appear so consistently that it is difficult to ascribe them to mere acci-

dent. In the dark field of Fig. 6 some of the prominent loops in the upper

part of the figure have sides which are parallel to (110) and (310) planes.

The dark field of Fig. 7 contains extinction contours that appear to

be perfectly linear over distances of 5 to 10/x. Some of the crystallographic

planes involved are illustrated in Fig. 8. There is one lamella which is

bounded at a corner by (530) and (530) faces, while another lamella is

bounded by (540) and (o40) faces. These particular planes have been

observed in a number of instances, cither forming a corner or an edge
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of a crystal aggregate. Thus, in the bright field of Fig. 9 there is a hori-

zontal edge on the upper boundary which is parallel to (540).

Many diffraction patterns were recorded of crystal aggregates. Fine

structure was invariably detected in the reflections if they were not ex-

posed too heavily. The reflections appear at a casual glance to be more

or less circular patches. Closer examination reveals a distinct mosaic

structure in both radial and tangential directions. It is quite possible

for moire" patterns to arise from tilts as well as rotations, and from com-

binations of both. 13 Tilts are likely to be operative in the cases of widely

spaced fringes of 1000 angstroms or so.

III. CHAIN FOLDING— GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The types of chain folding discussed by Reneker and Geil 11 are given

a simple representation in Fig. 10. A small rectangular patch of crystal

is viewed along the c axis. The a axis is horizontal and the b axis vertical

in the plane of the figure. (This crystallographic orientation is used

throughout the remaining figures in this paper.) The molecular chains

are normal to the plane of the figure. The molecules themselves are not

indicated. The folds are situated in (110) planes. The distance that is

, \ # %

Fig. 4 — Electron diffraction pattern of crystals twinned on (110) and (120)

planes.
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Fig. 5 — Electron interference effects in dark-field micrograph of crystal aggre-

gate. Note the profusion of extinction lines and curves.

bridged by a fold from one chain to another we call the fold width. When

a fold is on the upper surface of the crystal it is indicated by a solid line

in a (110) plane with a length equal to the fold width. When a fold is

on the lower surface there is a blank space in a (110) plane with a length

equal to the fold width. When all the folds are identical, containing say

three carbon atoms per fold, the packing requirements put restrictions

on the folds in successive fold planes.

According to Reneker and Geil," in the arrangement of Fig. 10(a)

the folds in successive fold planes must be displaced by nc. For n = 0,

the folds form upper and lower crystal surfaces which are tangent to
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(001) and (001). For n = 1, if the displacement is always in the same
direction, the folds form upper and lower crystal surfaces which are

tangent to (111) and (III), or tangent to (111) and (111). In the arrange-

ment of Fig. 10(b) the folds in successive fold planes must be displaced

by (n -J- \)c. For n = 0, if the displacement is always in the same direc-

tion, the upper and lower crystal surfaces are tangent to (112) and (112),

or tangent to (112) and 112). For n = 1, if the displacement is always

in the same direction, the upper and lower crystal surfaces are tangent

to (332) and 332), or tangent to (332) and (332). Reneker and Geil also

suggest that, if all the folds are not identical—for example, if there is an

Fig. 6 — Dark-field micrograph. Some of the loops in the upper part of the
figure have sides that are parallel to (110) and (310) planes.
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(540)

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 — Dark-field micrograph with linear extinction lines along well-defined

directions.

Fig. 8 — Identification of some of the crystallographic planes observed in Fig 7.

alternation between three atom folds and five atom folds in successive

fold planes—then surfaces tangent to (001) are possible.

In the remainder of this paper attention will be directed to two-dimen-

sional aspects of chain folding. However, it should be clear from the pre-

ceding paragraph that whenever there is a change from one folding struc-

ture to another the crystal surfaces formed will generally change their

inclination to the (001) plane. It is essential to develop some kind of

notation to describe the various chain folding arrangements. The no-

tation (110)[010] describes the folding in Fig. 10(a). The folds lie in

(110) planes. The shortest vector displacement from a fold in one plane

to an equivalent fold in the next plane is b, or, in our notation, [010].

There is another orientation of the Fig. 10(a) structure which can be

written (110)[010]. The symbol (H0)[M0] describes the folding in Fig.

10(b). Here the shortest vector displacement from one fold to an equiva-

lent in the next plane is a/2 + b/2, or [^0]. There is obviously another

orientation of the Fig. 10(b) structure, which can be written (ll0)[^0].
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In principle, a crystal formed of (110)[010] folds might have a dif-

ferent melting point from a crystal formed of (110)[5§0] folds. In sub-

sequent discussion we shall refer to such different arrangements as

different phases. (The thermodynamicist, of course, would insist on ad-

ditional criteria to define different phases.) The arrangements (110)[^0]

and (110)[f|0] do not represent different phases since they are mirror

images of each other.

The observations of Bassett, Frank and Keller8 on six-sector crystals

with (100) faces indicate another type of fold structure. The most rea-

sonable interpretation is that there are folds lying in planes parallel to

the (100) faces. If the folds are situated in (200) planes the fold width

increases by about 10 per cent relative to folds in (110) planes. Fig. 11

illustrates the folding structures that might be expected for this type

Fig. — Bright field micrograph. Note horizontal edge on upper boundary
which is parallel lo (540).
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[010]
I
s

(a)

Cb)

Fig. 10— (a) (110)[0101 fold structure; (b) (HO)HJO] fold structure. Crystal

axes not illustrated but the a axis is horizontal, the b axis is vertical. This orienta-

tion is used in all the figures that follow.
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\/
2 2° 22° (a)

[iio]Sj

(b)

Fig. 11 — (a) (200)[iJOJ-[4501 fold structure; (b) (200) [iJO] fold structure.
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of fold. In Fig. 11(a) the structure can be written as (200)[H0HH0J.

since the folds he in (200) planes and the vector displacements of suc-

cessive planes alternate between [||0] and [$£0]. In Fig. 11(b) the struc-

ture is written as (200)[||0]. There is another orientation of Fig. 11(b),

which can be written as (200)[H0].

In addition to the simple, repetitious fold structures there are many

other possibilities that should be considered. Fig. 12(a) illustrates a

situation that is analogous to the "twin boundaries" of Agar, Frank

and Keller. 6 The more appropriate terms fold domain and fold domain

boundary were introduced by Reneker and Geil 11 to describe the arrange-

ment. There is a (110) [HO] fold domain on the left, and a (llO)fHO]

fold domain on the right, In the middle, parallel to (100), is a fold do-

main boundary. In this figure a few of the folds on the lower surface

have been indicated by broken lines instead of blanks to emphasize that

there is a continuity of the folds across the domain boundary. Such a

continuity is certainly necessary to permit the formation of a domain

boundary. Otherwise, one would have to impose the requirement that

all the fold planes in a doman arbitrarily terminate at a common bound-

ary. One might visualize a domain boundary as a place where, during

crystal growth, growing fold planes change their orientation from one

crystallographies direction to another. However, there is no discontinuity

in the addition of molecules to the growing fold planes. The domains and

the boundary of Fig. 12(a) might be symbolized (110)[H0]:(110)[H0].

Fig. 12(b) illustrates a different type of boundary, which would occur

if the stacking arrangement of successive fold planes were altered. In

the lower left of the figure the structure is (110) [010], and in the upper

right it is (110) [HO]. There is a boundary parallel to (110). In this in-

stance it is a phase boundary that delineates two different structures

and not merely two different orientations. Fig. 12(b) might be symbol-

ized as (110)[010]:(110)[H0].

In Fig. 13(a) a more general type of phase boundary is illustrated.

In the lower left the structure is (200) ^0]. The fold planes change

orientation along a (110) boundary, as in a domain boundary. However,

in this instance the change in orientation involves a change in fold struc-

ture to (110)[||0]. Note that the element of continuity across the bound-

ary prevails exactly as in the domain boundary of Fig. 12(a). The ar-

rangement can be written as (200)[i±0]:(H0)[H0].

In Fig. 13(b) a more complex possibility is suggested. The folds are

not confined to a fold plane but lie in a corrugated surface, the fold sur-

face. Successive folds in the fold surface alternate between (200) and

(110) planes. Hence the fold surface might be symbolized as (200) -(110).



(a)

\

Cb)

Fig. 12— (a) (110)[JJO]:(lIO)[HOJ domain boundary; (b) (110) [010]: (110) [ftO]
phase boundary.

1641
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Fig. 13— (a) (200) [HO]: (110) [HO] phase boundary; (b) (200)- (110)[JJ0J:[J|0]/:
(200) -(110) [HO] domain boundary.
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The identity displacement from one fold surface to the next is [&£0].

The structure of fold surfaces might be written as (200)-(110)[iJ0]. A
new type of domain boundary has been introduced into the middle of

the figure parallel to (310). The fold structures in the two domains are

identical except for an inversion or reflection across the (001) plane. On
the left the (200) plane folds are on the upper surface, on the right they

are on the lower surface, etc. There may be an array of inversion points

along the boundary, and this possibility is indicated by asterisks in Fig.

13(b). If the domains are related by an inversion they will both have

the same inclination to the basal plane. If the domains are related by

reflection across (001) they will have opposite inclinations to the basal

plane. In the event that the fold surfaces have a stacking sequence which

forms a crystal surface tangent to (001) then, of course, there would be

no distinction between inversion and reflection. There is a difference in

surface energies between the upper and lower crystal surfaces. What-

ever the difference in energies may be in the left-hand domain it will be

reversed in the right-hand domain. Also, the binding energy between

the two fold surfaces that comprise the domain boundary should be dif-

ferent from the binding energy between adjacent fold surfaces within a

domain. The relation between the two fold surfaces at the boundary

can be written as [$)0]i. The fold surface on the left is translated by

[22O], followed by inversion between top and bottom, symbolized by i.

The structure of Fig. 13(b) can then be written as

(200) • (1 10)[H0] :[H0]»:(200) • (H0)[H0].

IV. CHAIN FOLDING AND TWINNING

At the present lime it appears that crystal aggregates of linear poly-

ethylene may exhibit twinning on the (110), (310), (530) and (120)

planes. There may well be other, as yet unobserved, twin planes. This

remarkable versatility in twin formation must have a rational interpreta-

tion in terms of fold structures. In the preceding section it was required

that the folds exhibit continuity at either domain boundaries or phase

boundaries. The same condition of continuity must prevail at twin

boundaries. However, the fold structures provide an additional variable

that is not ordinarily encountered in twinning. Hence, for this discussion

we define a twin to lie a crystal aggregation that gives a diffraction pat-

tern which is based on two identical reciprocal lattices with a definite

crystallographic relation between them. This definition is used because

we will consider aggregations in which there are two space lattices re-

lated by a twin law. The crystal structure with respect to the chains
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and chain packing is identical on the two space lattices, but the fold

structure is different on the two space lattices. The boundary between

regions of such an aggregation will always be a twin boundary with

respect to the space lattice and crystal structure inside the folds. How-

ever, with respect to the surface folds the boundary may be a domain

boundary (a true twin boundary) or a phase boundary.

In the preceding section it was shown that boundaries in the fold

structure may be formed either by an alteration in the stacking sequence

of fold planes or by a change in orientation of the fold planes. Investiga-

tion of (110) twinning shows that each of these mechanisms can produce

both domain boundaries and phase boundaries in the fold structure.

Thus, there are four types of twinning to consider across a (110) bound-

ary.

In Fig. 14 is illustrated an example of a change in stacking sequence

to form a domain boundary. Expanding our previous notation, this can

Fig. 14 — (110)[ji0]:(110):(110)[}j0J domain boundary in (110) twin.
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be written as (1 10)[$$0]:(1 10) :( I L0)[ift0], the middle (110) entry being

added to indicate that the space lattices are twinned across the (110)

plane.

In Fig. 15 the stacking sequence is altered to form a phase boundary.

In this case the appropriate symbolism is (110)[010]:(110):(110)[H0].

In Fig. 16 the fold plane changes orientation to form a domain bound-

ary. The fold structure can be written as (ll0)[ij0]:(110):(ll0)[H0].

In Fig. 17 the fold plane changes orientation to form a phase bound-

ary. In this case the notation is somewhat more complex because of the

stacking sequences: (200) [HO] • [H°] :( ll°) =0 10)1010] • [&0\.

All told we have found 11 distinct fold structures across a (110) twin

plane when we confine the original or left-hand member of the twin to

the simple slacking sequences described in Section III. To save space,

these structures are summarized in Table I in fold structure notation.

It is possible to reconstruct a line drawing of any of these structures

from the notation and the condition of continuity of the folds.

\
^"St""^

\C\ \\ J\c\
\ X
\ \ \
V \ \ \ ^V\^\
\ \ \ \ v
\ V \ \ \ X
\ \ \ \ \ X \

1

Fig. 15— (110)[010]:(110):(110)[jj0] phase boundary in (110) twin.
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Fig. 10— (H0)[HO]:(llO):(ll0)[£|0] domain boundary in (110) twin.

The formation of twin boundaries by a change in stacking sequence

of fold planes is only possible for (110) twinning. In the case of (310)

twinning both domain boundaries and phase boundaries can be formed

by a change in orientation of the fold plane. Fig. 18 gives an example

of a domain boundary. The change in orientation is extreme and an

acute angle of 53°8' is formed between a fold plane and its twinned ex-

tension. There is a pair of chains symmetrically disposed across the twin

plane, one in the original fold plane, the other in the twinned extension,

which are separated by 98.8 per cent of the normal packing distance.

This slightly short packing distance occurs in all the (310) twins that

will be discussed. In terms of the previous notation, the structure of

Fig. 18 can be written as (200)[±±0]:(310):(200)[ii0].

Fig. 19 is an example of a phase boundary. Here the change in orienta-

tion of the fold planes is almost negligible. In the usual notation, the

structure is written as (110)[010]:(310):(200)[|j0].



Fig. 17 — f200)[iJ0]-[4i0J:(110):(ll0)[010J-[i-§0| phase boundary in (110) twin.

Table I— Some Geometrically Possible Fold Structures

ix (110) Twinning

Change in Slacking Sequence of Fold Planes

To form domain boundary

To form phase boundary

1. (110)[UO]:(110):(110)[MO]

2. (110)[010]:(lll)):(110)[010]

3. (110) 1010]: (110) : (110) [4*0]

Change in Orientation of Fold Planes

To form domain boundary 4.

5.

(i.

7.

8.

<ll0)[J£0]:(110):(ll"0)[H0]

(110) [010]: (110): (110) [010]

(200) ftiOJ: (110): (200)8*0]

(200)ft|b]:(110):(200)[i40]

(200)ft|0]HiO]:(110):(200)[iJO]-HJO]

To form phase boundary !).

10.

11.

(200) [J JO]: (110): (HO) [010]

(200)[H0]:(H0):(ll0)HJ0]

(200)[HO]-[|iO]: (110): (1I0)[0I0J- IH0]

1047
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Fig. 18— (200)[JiO]:(310):(200)[ilO] domain boundary in (310) twin.

Fig. 20 is still another phase boundary, which involves a new detail.

Alternate fold planes contain a fold which does not terminate at the

twin plane. Instead, this fold straddles the twin plane and has a fold

width that is 98.8 per cent of the width of a (110) fold. The previous

notation suffices to cover this detail as long as it is understood that the

condition of continuity must be satisfied, and the structure is written

as (H0)[010]:(310):(ll0)[i|0].

Nine distinct fold structures have been found when we confine the

original or left-hand member of the twin to the simple stacking sequences.

These structures are summarized in Table II.

An entirely different possibility for twin boundaries arises if we con-

sider structures based on fold surfaces instead of fold planes Some of
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the properties of a fold surface structure were discussed in connection

with Fig. 13(b), and a more generalized structure is shown in Fig. 21.

The twin on the left can be described by the symbol (200) -(110)[M0K,

where the notation [H0]t indicates that the displacement from a fold

in one fold surface to an equivalent fold in the next fold surface involves

the translation [HO] followed by an inversion between top and bottom.

Since the folds of a given fold width alternate between top and bottom

at alternate fold surfaces, there is no difference in the upper and lower

crystal surface energies.

The twin on the right is described by the notation (200)(110)[^0],

where now there is a difference in the upper and lower crystal surface

energies. The relation between the two structures at the twin plane can

Fi K . lfl lll())[()10|:(310):(2(K))[$iO] phase boundary in (310) twin.
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\

Fig. 20— (HO)[010]:(310):(lIO)HiO] phase boundary in (310) twin.

be described by the symbol (310)[0l0]z. The terminal fold surface in the

left-hand twin is reflected across (310), placing it in the right-hand twin.

This is followed by translation along [OlO] in the right-hand space lat-

tice, and then by inversion between top and bottom. Each fold in the

terminal fold surface of the left-hand twin has now been displaced to an

equivalent fold in the terminal fold surface of the right-hand twin. The
structure of Fig. 21 can then be written as

(200) • (110)[H0]i:(310)[0l0]i:(200) • (110)[H0].

A total of six distinct fold structures are found when transformations

of fold surfaces are considered. These are also summarized in Table II,

making a total of 15 distinct fold structures across a (310) twin plane.

For (530) twinning, only one example has been found of a boundary
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formed by a change in orientation of a fold plane. This example is il-

lustrated in Fig. 22. It is similar to the structure of Fig. 20 in that it is

a phase boundary and two thirds of the fold planes contain a fold which

straddles the twin plane. The widths of these straddle folds are 145 per

cent and 98.7 per cent of the width of a (110) fold. The latter slightly

short packing distance occurs in all the (530) twins that will be discussed.

In contrast to the structure of Fig. 20, there are pairs of vacant lattice

sites which straddle the (530) boundary at regular intervals. These va-

cancies are inevitable if, in addition to the condition of continuity, we

require that neighboring chains cannot be appreciably closer together

than the width of a (110) fold. The structure of Fig. 22 can be written

as (200)[HO]:(530):(200)[HO]-2[HO], where the notation [H0]-2[i±0] in-

dicates that a displacement of [^0] is followed by two successive dis-

placements of [HO]-

When transformations of fold surfaces are considered, six more (530)

boundary structures are obtained. An example of a domain boundary

is given in Fig. 23. The fold surface is defined by a sequence of one fold

in a (200) plane followed by three folds in a (110) plane. Thus, the fold

surface might be written as (200) -3(1 10). The transformation across

the boundary involves reflection across (530), a translation of [1101 in

Table II— Some Geometrically Possible Fold Structures

ix (310) Twinning

Change in Orientation of Fold Planes

To form domain boundary 1. (110)[HO]:(310):(110)[HO]
2. (110)[010]:(310):(110)[010]

3. (200) [HO]: (310): (200) [4*01

4. (200) [HO]: (310): (200) [HO]

5. (200) [HO] • [HO]: (310) : (200) [HO] • [HO]

To form phase boundary G. (110)[HO]:(310):(200)[H01

7. (110)[010]: (310): (200) [HO]

8. (ll0)[010]:(310):(li0)[H0]

'J. (200) [HO]- [HO]: (310): (110) [010]- [H0|

Transformation of Fold Surfaces

To form domain boundary

To form phase boundary

10. (200) • (110) [H0|: (310) [010]: (200)- (110) [HO]
11. (20(>)-aiO)lHO|/:(310)[OlO]:(200)-(110)[HO]<

12. (200)- (110)[H0|: (310)[0l0]*: (200) • (110)[H0]
13. (200) • (110) [H0]»: (310) [010]/: (200) • (110)[U0]i

14. (200) • (110)(H0]i: (310) [010]: (200) • (110) [HO]
15. (200) • (110)[JJ0]t: (310) [Q10]i: (200) • (110) [«0]
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Fig. 21— (200)-(110)[yO|/:(310)[OlOIf":(200)-(110)[iJO| phase boundary in

(310) twin.

the right-hand space lattice, and inversion. Hence the structure of Fig.

23 can be written as (200)-3(110)[^0]:(530)[I10]z:(200)-3(110)[H0].

There are four domain boundaries and two phase boundaries based on

fold surfaces, exactly as for the (310) boundaries listed in the lower part

of Table II.

There is good evidence in Fig. 7 for the existence of (530) crystal faces.

The existence of fold surfaces seems quite likely, both in terms of ob-

served morphology and observed twin relations. The experimental evi-

dence for (120) twinning is perhaps somewhat weaker. However, if (120)

twin boundaries do exist the possibilities are quite analogous to the (530)

case. One phase boundary has been found based on a change in orienta-

tion of a fold plane. There are boundary folds whose widths are 21.5

per cent and 5 per cent larger than the width of a (110) fold. The struc-
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ture may he described as (110)[§l0]:(120):(ll0)[H0]-2[010]. There are

four domain boundaries and two phase boundaries based on (110)3(110)

fold surfaces. For example, one of the domain boundaries is written as

(1I0)-3(110)[010]:(120)[I00]:(H0) -3(110)[010].

V. CHAIN FOLDING AND CRYSTAL GROWTH

In the previous sections various types of structures involving fold

planes, fold surfaces, domain boundaries and phase boundaries have

been discussed as they might arise in either a single space lattice or a

pair of twinned space lattices. In all instances a small crystalline region

has been abstracted out of a larger crystal. To place these geometrical

abstractions in proper perspective, it is necessary to consider how fold

structures develop during the process of crystal nucleation and growth.

The three-dimensional aspects of crystal growth, especially the relatively

constant chain length between folds, and the variation of fold length

with temperature, have been treated in meticulous detail by Lauritzen

and Hoffman. 14 In what follows attention will be directed to various

factors whose significance is practically independent of lamellar thick-

ness.

There are two basic ingredients in the formation of a two-dimensional

crystal (i.e., a crystal which essentially covers a surface instead of filling

a volume) with a chain fold structure. First, there must be a continuity

of the fold structure which permits any molecule to add its folds to the

existing fold structure without any special restrictions on the molecule

as to its total unfolded length or its time sequence in the growth process.

Second, the structure must develop in a way that permits each chain to

possess the maximum number of nearest-neighbor chains consistent with

the chain packing in the crystal structure.

The simplest lamellar structure that is consistent with the basic con-

ditions laid down above is illustrated in Fig. 24. A dot at the center of

the figure marks the initial fold at one end of a molecule. The fold plane

changes orientation at the second fold, again at the third fold, fifth fold,

seventh fold, and so on to maintain the maximum number of nearest-

neighbor chains. As successive revolutions or loops are formed around

the nucleus, a single spiral structure evolves in a clockwise direction.

In Fig. 24 three molecules have been indicated, each containing 100

folds. A dot at the end of the fifth loop indicates the end of the first

molecule and the beginning of the second. A dot at the end of the seventh

loop indicates the end of the second molecule and the beginning of the

third. Somewhat over half way around the ninth loop the third molecule
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ends. The crystal contains four domains of the (110)[010] type, two do-

main boundaries of the (110)[010]:(ll0)[010] type, and two domain
boundaries of the (110)[010]:(110)[010] type. This is the type of crystal

that was described by Reneker and Geil 11 as forming either (001) or (111)

crystal surfaces. It is apparent that there must be both a spiral struc-

ture and a continuity of the fold planes from one domain to the next.

There is no good reason why the starting point of a ciystal might not

be a fold at some other point than the end of a molecule. In this case,

a double spiral structure will be formed at the center. This will have

consequences for the subsequent structure of the crystal which will be

discussed below. Both single-spiral and double-spiral crystal nuclei were

among the possibilities recognized by Lauritzen and Hoffman.

The structure of Fig. 24 provides a convenient model for some simple

calculations that are not without physical insight. From the geometry

of the fold structure, if the number of loops around the spiral at a given

point in the growth be designated n, then the number of folds in the

last or outer loop is -4(2// — 1). Assume a weight average molecular weight

of 130,000 for the polymer; then an average molecule contains 9285 CH2

units. Suppose there arc 93 CH2 units per chain plus fold, with 3 CH2

units per fold and 90 CH2 units per chain. Then with 2.53 angstroms

along the c axis per pair of CH2 units, the fold length is 114 angstroms.

There are approximately 100 folds per molecule. With these assump-

tions the total number of molecules in the crystal at any stage of the

ciystal growth is determined by a count of the number of folds. In addi-

tion, the number of molecules in the outer five loops is (2/i/5) — 1.

The rate of addition of molecules to the crystal will be proportional

y / y y s
t

/" ^ ^

////// A>> v x ^ x
////// sy£X> ^ N ^ N

X \ X Ns \ ooo^xV ' y ' - '
\ S N \ X <\X/ ' ^ X ' '

Fig. 24 — Single-spiral crystal containing (110)[010]-type fold domains. Dots
indicate terminal points of three molecules included in figure.
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to the average number of molecules in contact with the growing surface.

This average number of molecules in turn is proportional to the area

of the growing lateral faces of the crystal. The lateral area is propor-

tional to the number of folds in the outer loop of the spiral. Thus, we

can state that the average time for the formation of a fold on the grow-

ing surface is inversely proportional to -i(2n — 1), or

• ,, ,

,

K
time/iold = -tttt tt .

4(2n — 1)

Now assume that a crystal grows to 3G> in length along the a axis in

30 minutes. The number of loops encountered at various stages of the

growth to 30m size is listed in Table III, along with other time-inde-

pendent quantities. The number of loops has grown to 20,480 when the

crystal is about 30/t long. Now the constant K can be evaluated, since

the time required for all the folds to form is

1800 seconds = "l'° ...
K

t
> [4(2n - 1)] = 20,480/v,

t=\ 4(2w — 1)

or

K = -Jn^ = 0.08789 second.
20,480

Based on the above assumptions, the average time per fold at various

stages of growth is listed in Table III. Note that identical numerical

values can be obtained by simply assuming that, the same time interval

is required to form each loop in the spiral. The quantity 5/v = 0.439

second is an interesting one, since it is the time required for an integral

number of molecules to be added to form the outer five loops. The num-

ber of molecules varies from one in the first five loops to 8101 in the last

five loops. The calculations completely ignore the question of the time

required for the initial nucleation. Even so, the estimates of rate of fold

formation or rate of addition of molecules should be reasonable for all

but a few of the innermost loops of the spiral.

There is one detail of the growing spiral structure of Fig. 24 that re-

quires further comment. Four times in every loop it is necessary to

"round a corner." In each instance a fold has to project beyond the

surface formed by the preceding loop. In Fig. 24 this occurs at the fourth,

sixth, ninth, 12th, 16th, 20th, 25th, . . . folds. Clearly there is an energy

barrier that must be surmounted at each of these points. Lauritzen and

Hoffman devoted considerable attention to this question.

However, there is more than one way in which a corner may
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Table III— Crystal Growth of Single-Spiral (110)|010]

Fold Structure

(Assuming Growth to 30/u Size in 30 Minutes)

Number of Number of

Molecules in

Crystal*

Number of
Number of
Loops, »

Folds in

Outer Loop,
Length of Crystal

Molecules in

Outer 5 Loops,

t

Average Time per
Foldt (in seconds)

4(2;i - 1) (2m/5) - 1

1 4 2.2 X 10~ 2

2 12 — — — 7.3 X 10 3

3 20 — — — 4.4 X 10 3

4 28 — — — 3.1 X 10~J

5 36 1 6.7 X 10"V 1 2.4 X 10-*

10 70 4 1.4 X 10~* 3 1.2 X 10~ 3

15 116 9 2.1 X 10~2 5 7.6 X KU'
20 150 16 2.9 X 10"* 7 5.6 X 10-'

40 310 04 5.8 X 10-2 15 2.8 X 10—

'

80 030 250 1.2 X 10-' 31 1.4 X 10-'

160 1,276 1.024 2.4 X 10-' 63 6.9 X 10 5

320 2,550 4.090 4.7 X 10-' 127 3.4 X H)-'1

040 5,110 16,384 9.5 X 10-' 255 1.7 X 10~«

1,280 10,230 65,530 1.9 511 8.6 X 10- 6

2,300 20,470 202,144 3.8 1,023 4.3 X l()-«

5,120 40,950 1,048,570 7.6 2,047 2.1 X l()-«

10,240 81,910 4,194,304 1.5 X 10 4,095 1.1 x io-«

20,480 163,836 10,777,210 3.0 X 10 8,191 5.4 X 10- 7

* Number of folds in crystal = 100 (number of molecules in crystal) + 4, for
all loops with n > 5.

t Outer five loops are formed in 0.439 second.

X Average time per molecule = 100 (average time per fold), for all loops with
/( > 5

be rounded. Consider the situation presented in Fig. 25. Again, there

is a single spiral developing in a clockwise direction. At the fourth fold

the corner has been rounded, not by adding another fold in a (1 10) plane

but. by adding a fold in a (200) plane. It may require more energy to

form a (200) fold. However, the altered arrangement of nearest-neighbor

and next-nearest-neighbor chains will make other adjustments in the

energy balance. There are dozens of configurations that conceivably

might arise in forming the first two or three loops of a single spiral nu-

cleus. In Fig. 25 the spiral has been constructed in such a way that each

loop has one interruption by a (200) fold. The result of this is to produce

a [hhO] stacking sequence of (1 10) fold planes. One may protest that a

"jog" is produced in every loop where the (200) fold occurs. In Fig. 20

an alternative way of producing a single spiral (1 10)[y0| fold structure

is shown. There is no jog in the loop pattern, but a sequence of vacancies

has been produced along the (Il0)[H0]:(Il0)lH0] domain boundary.

This may appear to be an even more unlikely structure than the pre-

ceding one. The interesting fact is that it is impossible to produce a
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Fig. 25 — Single-spiral crystal containing (110) [JfOJ-type domains. One (200)

fold is required in every loop to maintain the stacking sequence.

single-spiral (110)[H0] fold structure without introducing a (200) fold in

each loop to maintain the [$$0] stacking sequence.

In Fig. 27 a clockwise double-spiral structure is illustrated. In this

case a 115-fold molecule has been drawn at the center. The first fold

in the nucleus is the 29th fold in the molecule. One branch of the double

spiral contains 28 folds; the other contains 86 folds. As long as the two

branches parallel each other, a (110)[H0] structure is produced auto-

matically. However, as soon as the long branch overlaps the short branch,

the structure reverts to (110)[010]. If a second molecule adds to the

crystal in single-spiral form the (110)[010] structure will continue, as

illustrated in Fig. 27.

To produce an extensive double-spiral structure many coincidences

Fig. 2(3 — Single-spiral crystal containing (110)[ij0]-type domains. When the

(200) folds are arrayed along the horizontal axis a vacancy is generated with each

loop.
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Fig. 27 — Double-spiral nucleus with first fold located 29 folds from one end of
molecule. Monolayer nucleation and addition of a second molecule.

are necessary. The first fold in the nucleus must occur at the middle of

a molecule. Later molecules must add as double monolayers with the

first fold at the middle of the molecule. However, it is inconceivable

that later molecules would not also add as two monolayers proceeding

in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions. It seems very un-
likely that an extensive (110)[^0] structure can be produced from either

single or double spirals, without introducing a systematic array of (200)

folds into the structure as in Fig. 25.

Fig. 28 gives an indication of how complex and interwoven the rela-

tions between molecules may become, depending on their sequence in

s y y k ^--'/'V'x
s\ \ \ \

k \ \ - s \\ \ \ \

s y y s sy
k x \ CW ' **" y
\ \ \ v y" y y^-y

,'*N \ \ N \~\ \ X
' ' ' " ' ' - «C-s v X V^X ^ x

y y y y s y
y y y y
y y y y

3<-
^

Fig. 28 — Single spiral (110) [010] structure, showing four molecules and spiral

secondary nucleation of third molecule in time sequence.
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time. There are four molecules included in the figure. At the center, a

100-fold molecule commences a single spiral (110)[010] structure. After

five loops a 1 50-fold molecule continues the structure. By the time the

second molecule has completed a loop and a half a new event occurs.

A third 101-fold molecule has formed a secondary nucleus which has

completed two loops and added on to the structural sequence. Now two

monolayers of folds follow, one after the other, around the perimeter

of the compound crystal. A fourth 100-fold molecule adds on where the

150-fold molecule terminates and continues on past the termination of

the 101-fold molecule. If each molecule could he given a color, the per-

imeter of the crystal would appear like striped candy. Although an in-

tegral (110)|010] phase has been maintained throughout, the addition

of the secondary nucleus is revealed by the presence of four new fold

domains and six new domain boundaries.

If conditions are favorable for the presence of spiral secondary nuclei

it is likely that they would be attracted to the innermost corners of the

re-entrant faces. Hence, if a secondary nucleus adds to a sizable primary

crystal, a whole string of secondary nuclei might be added, one after

another. Such an array would lie in a virtually straight line if the time

sequence were rapid. It is apparent that, as a crystal grows in

size, whether from addition of secondary spirals or monolayers, traffic

jams are bound to develop. Additions will occur in both clockwise and

counterclockwise directions; there will be collisions with adjustments to

make. Under such conditions one would expect a variety of fold surfaces

and other space lattice orientations to become more probable as a crystal

aggregate develops.

A great diversity of fold structures can occur in a single spiral and

still satisfy the condition of continuity. A suggestion of the possibilities

is indicated in Fig. 29. The figure contains ten molecules varying in

length from 80 folds to 100 folds. Many different phase boundaries have

arisen within a lamella of relatively simple external shape. The precise

conditions which determine how a corner shall be rounded are the de-

cisive factor in determining the fold structure. The first molecule forms

folds in (200) planes at the fourth and eighth folds. A phase domain

based on (200) -(110) fold surfaces develops in a radial direction from

the fourth fold. This domain has boundaries tangent to (110), (130),

and (I TO) planes. Proceeding in a radial direction from the eighth fold,

a pair of vacancies are followed by a domain basedon (200) fold planes.

This domain has boundaries tangent to (110), (110), (110), and (110)

planes. Most of the area of the crystal is filled in with (110) fold planes.

However, the stacking sequences are irregular because of the varying

numbers of (200) folds that occur in the different loops.
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Fig. 29 — Hypothetical single-spiral crystal containing a variety of phase

boundaries and domain boundaries, and showing ten molecules.

A pair of re-entrant faces are developed from the (200) fold domain.

The inner corner formed by these faces would be expected to be a likely

nucleation site. Suppose the experimental conditions are such that sec-

ondary nuclei of the monolayer type are favored. Then, to fill in the re-

entrant area, a molecule would need to develop in a maze-like pattern

such as is indicated in Fig. 29. However, this process should be very

time-consuming because of the frequency with which corners must be

rounded. Such a factor may oiler a partial explanation for the widespread

occurrence of re-entrant faces in many crystal aggregates.

VI. ELECTRON INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

The diversity and complexity of fold structures discussed in the pre-

ceding sections suggest an explanation for the types of electron inter-

ference effects which are illustrated in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. Whenever there

is a change from one structure or domain to another, the associated

crystal surface is likely to change its inclination to the (001) plane.

Certain restraints are placed on the morphology by the requirement

of continuity across boundaries combined with a spiral growth process.

The simplest possible loop around a spiral involves crossing four domain

boundaries as in Fig. 24. Each domain is part of the same phase and
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the displacement of successive fold planes along c can be identical in

each domain. Surface forces between crystal and solution are symmetric

on the upper and lower crystal surfaces. Perfect continuity can

be achieved in this simple crystal without imposing any strain.

In a more complicated crystal, such as in Fig. 29, the situation is quite

different. For example, the sixth loop around the spiral involves crossing

four phase boundaries and two domain boundaries. The 12th loop in-

volves crossing five phase boundaries and four domain boundaries. When

successive domains belong to different phases the displacement of suc-

cessive fold planes or fold surfaces along c will not in general be identical

in each domain. In addition, the surface forces between crystal and

solution will vary. There will be a change in surface energy in crossing

a phase boundary at either the upper or lower crystal surfaces. For some

phases there will be a difference in surface energy between upper and

lower crystal surfaces within a single phase domain, as indicated in Figs.

13(b), 21 and 23. In achieving continuity around the loop the changes

in surface orientations that occur in crossing boundaries must either add

up to zero for a full revolution or be compensated by a strain pattern.

As a complex structure develops, the crystal surfaces are likely to con-

tain both discreet changes in orientation along well-defined crystallo-

graphic directions and continuous warpings or curvatures in both tan-

gential and radial directions.

When a crystal is removed from solution and the solvent is allowed

to evaporate still other changes may be expected. The distribution of

surface tensions will be quite different for a crystal in air as opposed to

those for a crystal in xylene. Adjustments in surface morphology are

inevitable, and such effects as collapsed hollow pyramids and doubled-up

lamellae may arise from such factors.

When electron interference effects give rise to contrast lines along

well-defined directions, it is reasonable to suppose that in many instances

they delineate phase boundaries or domain boundaries. When the con-

trast appears along curves or loops, continuous warpings or curvatures

are being revealed. It is a moot point whether these nonlinear effects

can be directly correlated with the position of boundaries. It is not un-

reasonable to think that they do indicate the occurrence, if not the actual

position, of boundaries. The interpretation is bound to be complicated

by extraneous deformations introduced in the process of drying and

manipulating crystals for examination. With a limited number of experi-

mental observations it is not reasonable to attempt more than a quali-

tative relation between interference effects and fold structure. With

sufficient experimental data it becomes quite plausible that a definite cor-
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relation could be obtained between a given contrast line and a specific

type of phase or domain boundary.
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